Remove workaround for root_password encoding

01/19/2022 12:07 PM - Ondřej Ezr

Status: Closed
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Ondřej Ezr
Category: Host creation
Target version: 3.1.1

Description
Revert workaround for #33732 as #33811 fixed that properly.

Related issues:
Related to Foreman - Bug #33811: Reprovisioning a host using new HostGroup does not inherit root password from the new HostGroup
Related to Foreman - Bug #33732: The default password in settings is not encoded

Associated revisions
Revision 7d1e9c31 - 01/26/2022 10:58 AM - Ondřej Ezr
Fixes #34289 - remove workaround for encoding root_pass

Remove workaround introduced in 6f076d5d6dcad5b89875c5a291ce8d0d014e386e.
The proper fix for this has been introduced in 60d53c2621b3537e61e9082428ebb585f02fd3bc.

History
#1 - 01/19/2022 01:55 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Assignee set to Ondřej Ezr
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/9038 added

#2 - 01/19/2022 02:01 PM - Ondřej Ezr
- Related to Bug #33811: Reprovisioning a host using new HostGroup does not inherit root password from the new HostGroup added

#3 - 01/19/2022 02:01 PM - Ondřej Ezr
- Related to Bug #33732: The default password in settings is not encoded added

#4 - 01/26/2022 10:59 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 3.2.0 added

#5 - 01/26/2022 11:01 AM - Ondřej Ezr
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset foreman7d1e9c31368579e274a8e110bc243b2a43792e68.

#6 - 01/26/2022 02:06 PM - Ewoud Kohl van Wijngaarden
- Triaged changed from No to Yes

03/25/2022 1/2
- Fixed in Releases 3.1.1 added